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The battle in Cyrenaica was joined in earnest yesterday afternoon.

Following their rapid advance on two previous days our armoured forces

on 20th November engaged German tanks in strength in the vicinity of Sidi

Rezegh.

After losing seventy tanks and thirty three armoured cars the German

forces withdrew, leaving several hundred prisoners in our hands.

Between this area and in Omar a further British armoured formation came

into action against yet another concentration of German tanks which had

advanced southwards from the Bardia-Gambut area.

During the first action on 19th November, the enemy sustained 26 tank

casualties against 20 of our own.

Yesterday morning this action was resumed, as a result of which the

enemy was finally driven off in a north-easterly direction, losing a further

34 tanks.

In tho Bir-el-Gobi area the situation is less clear, except for the

fact that Italian armoured division originally deployed in this area has

apparently exerted no influence on battle now proceeding. It will be

remembered that this Italian armoured division was attacked and severely

handled by British armoured forces on 18th November during their initial

advance towards Sidi Rezegh. Heavy pressure continues to be exerted upon

enemy holding the defences between Halfaya and Sidi Omar.

Meanwhile Imperial forces, supported by further British tank formations,

are steadily making ground northwards in movement west of latter locality.

In other parts of this huge battle arena strong British armoured and

mechanized columns have made deep penetrationsin a number of directions, all

threatening the enemy's main line of communication

Throughout yesterday our Air Forces were active over the whole battle

area, after which fighter sweeps engaged enemy formations attempting to bomb

our armoured forces and intercepted enemy reconnaissance aircraft. Our

fighters also attacked enemy dive bombers at their base with great success.

Our bombers carried out repeated attacks on the two main enemy armoured

concentrations. Their support of our own armoured forces about Sidi Rezegh
was particularly effective. At least 24 enemy aircraft were destroyed and

many severely damaged.
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